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From the Chair 
Avril Loveless 

Exchanging and sharing information, finding things out, developing 
ideas and making things happen, reviewing, modifying and evaluating 
work as it happens are now familiar phrases – but have certainly 
characterised the activities of ITTE during the summer months. 
Members of the community have been addressing key issues such as 
the nature of IT/ICT as a subject in the curriculum; the nature of 
Initial Teacher Training (ITT) for IT specialists; models of 

partnership to support teacher education and the development of ICT within the strategy for 
learning and teaching in KS3 described in our last newsletter. 

We have been involved in discussions with Ofsted and the TTA about ways to provide follow up 
and support for ITT in Secondary IT courses. At the beginning of July ITTE hosted an open on-line 
discussion about issues raised at the Ofsted Dissemination Conference in March. Subject 
knowledge, experiences of trainees in partnership models and the design of courses were all 
discussed. In September, the TTA hosted a day conference in The Dome for all Secondary ITT 
providers to hear two of our members, Andy Weymouth from Bath Spa University College and 
Chris Jones from Sunderland University, describe their courses in terms of partnership and design. 
Discussion groups addressed the issues raised in the presentations and shared experiences in the 
different models of courses. It was interesting to share these discussions with colleagues from 
SCITT providers. We plan to continue the discussion throughout the year and evaluate the process 
at the Annual Conference next July. It was certainly the first TTA event I have attended which 
included a live show of acrobats and a Body Zone! 

The coming year is, as always, busy for ITTE members as we develop the use of ICT to support 
subject teaching and IT as a subject specialism. Regional groups are meeting to share experiences 
and materials. The research elements of ITTE’s work is supported by the Research Conference on 
10/11th November and itte@bett, the international research day conference on 9th January. The ICT 
Special Interest Group at the British Educational Research Association Conference in September 
was well supported by people in teacher education. International links are also developed through 
SITE (Society for Technology in Teacher Education) in the USA in March and WCCE (World 
Conference in Computers in Education) in Denmark in July. The ITTE Annual Conference which 
incorporates all the professional, research and social elements of the community will be in Swansea 
in July. 

E3M – Educating for the 3rd Millennium, the IT Network Conference this year, was an excellent 
opportunity to meet colleagues in many of the IT in Education associations. We took part in a 
variety of workshops, demonstrations and paper presentations and were encouraged, inspired and 
provoked by the keynote speakers – Gabriel Goldstein, Tim Brighouse, Michael Wills and Sadie 
Plant. The conference dinner was set against the spectacular backdrop of the Cheltenham 
Racecourse, topped only by the after dinner talk by Gervase Phinn. The activities of the conference 
reinforced the themes of collaboration, partnership, innovation and imagination, which underpin so 
many of the positive developments in our work. I have two abiding images of that conference – 
Gabriel’s impassioned plea for us not to lose sight of essential human values in our developing 
work and Gervase’s dry description of being taken as an Ofsted Inspector in a primary school to see 
the two school hamsters – Awe and Wonder… 

Editorial 
Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge 

My College’s Christmas Gathering was held on November 30th - yes it does come earlier each year 
– the penultimate day of term. Waving bye bye to the students (figuratively in case you were 
wondering) provides me with glee, as I can now turn my attention to the newsletter. 
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In spite of, or perhaps because of, our deliberations over IT and ICT, subject and cross curricular, 
tests or no tests, we all seem to keep to going with ever increasing energy and a not so quiet passion 
when we write about what we really believe to be right in our field of education. This was never 
more so than Neil Stanley posted a thought or two on returning home from the Dome (perhaps the 
train journey home provided time for thinking). Wow! – didn’t the messages fly – some are 
reprinted in this newsletter, prefaced by a first article from Michael Hammond opening on the self 
same theme. Please note that Michael is asking others to contribute their own articles in the next, 
and next … newsletter. (I approve of this request!) From Marilyn Leask and Sarah Younie, you can 
also read about the work of the European Schoolnet and Christina Preston provides an update on 
MirandaNet and its CPD work. 

I think we have all (just) recovered from the long conference season – but wait a minute – lots more 
are appearing on the horizon in case you were having withdrawal systems. I know that most people 
positively avoid me at all the events, ever mindful that I will sneak up and twist arms for a report. 
So mega thanks to Sarah Wilkes and Chris Cloke for providing this newsletter with two substantial 
reports on the Summer and Research conferences. Ken Bingham (from the ‘other’ Cambridge 
establishment) has finally succumbed to my hassling and given us all lots of reasons why we should 
be booking our flights to Orlando. 

My father insists that January 1st 2001 is the real start of the new millennium, so a second happy 
new millennium to all our readers! 

Is ICT a subject? Should ICT be a subject?  
Michael Hammond, University of Warwick 

There has been much talk and discussion within the ITTE mailing list about the status of ICT as a 
subject. This has been a particular concern of those of us who teach on ICT PGCE courses but it is 
also a general concern for everyone interested in the role of ICT in schools. It is something which 
can raise strong passions, but are we being passionate about the things which really matter? 

I would like to start with the obvious point that it is quite possible to argue for either ICT as a 
subject or ICT to be developed across the curriculum (Crawford 1997, NCET 1995 and Selwood 
and Jenkinson 1995 amongst others discuss the pros and cons). Furthermore, there is no need to see 
either approach as at the expense of the other – apart from the obvious difficulty that if the ICT 
room is booked continually for ICT lessons then other subjects will not get the opportunities to use 
the machines. However, both approaches are to some extent associated with very different 
experiences for pupils. If ICT is taught across the curriculum activities may be relevant and 
contextualised in rich settings. The flip side is that pupils’ experiences are going to be uneven and 
assessment of ICT skills is a nightmare. In comparison, making ICT a subject can lead to some very 
sterile, decontextualised teaching but provision is more consistent across the school and more easily 
assessed. As consistency and accessibility are, for better or worse, key concerns in today’s 
educational climate it is not surprising that ICT is becoming firmly established as a subject on the 
secondary school curriculum and, on anecdotal evidence at least, becoming so in the primary school 
curriculum. But this movement towards a subject approach is not always the right one. Within the 
school partnership in which I work trainees are regularly sent to one school which has a very 
imaginative approach to cross curricular ICT and puts a low priority on ICT as a subject at KS4 
simply so that other subjects can use the computer rooms. It offers a good placement for trainees 
and creative use of ICT for pupils but I know it does not always get the plaudits it deserves and in 
the changing climate of ITE inspections it would make a contentious choice as a placement school 
for ICT trainee teachers. Counter balanced with this example are of course many other schools in 
which the lack of interest or expertise in ICT amongst other subject teachers suggests that ICT can 
only be taught as a separate subject. 

Weaknesses in the teaching of ICT 
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Much of the debate about ICT as a subject springs from the well-documented weakness in the 
teaching of ICT in schools. We know from OFSTED inspection reports and our own anecdotal 
evidence, that many teachers of ICT are grappling with quite fundamental problems in 
differentiating work, offering variety in teaching styles, subject knowledge of ICT and organising 
classes. In the worst cases pupils are following a diet of individualised work with very little whole 
class teaching or group work going on. Again, in the worst cases, pupils are focused on learning 
procedures, including some very low level skills such as data entry and typing up of prepared texts, 
rather than analysis of data and communicating of results. It is possible that training of new ICT 
teachers which focuses firmly on ICT as a subject may help them address some of these 
weaknesses. However, in my view the most telling criticism pupils make of ICT lessons is that they 
find them ‘boring’, as opposed to home use of ICT which is often multi media, playful and 
interactive. The danger is that if we move further towards extolling the virtues of ICT as a subject 
we will lose touch with the curriculum context which provides the relevance and motivation for 
pupils. As ICT teachers we need to learn from English colleagues about inspiring pupils with text; 
from science colleagues about data analysis of experimental data; from history colleagues about 
weighing different forms of evidence and so on. And somewhere in all this we need to learn from 
pupils about how they engage with and are, at times, fascinated and inspired by ICT. 

What comes first, the information or the technology? 

My contribution to the debate about ICT as a subject is a modest one. I do not care passionately if 
ICT is, or is not, a subject in its own right. There are good pragmatic reasons why many schools 
teach ICT as a subject and we need to get on with teaching it and training others to teach it to the 
best of our ability. The really important question is what kind of subject do we want ICT to be. Here 
the question is do we want the emphasis on the technology or on information and communication, 
in other words are we teaching spreadsheets or are we teaching information handling using 
spreadsheets, are we teaching word processing or communicating information using ICT? I am 
arguing that ICT as a subject should be rooted in other curricular contexts while having a special 
and consistent focus on the collecting, handling and communicating of information, supported by 
technology. My concern about pushing for ICT as a subject is that if we get the emphasis wrong we 
will end up with the reintroduction of the old heavily criticised computer studies course in a 
different guise. This need not happen of course and I find encouragement in the QCA schemes of 
work despite the difficulties they present. I look forward to hearing other voices both on the list and 
in this newsletter. 
References 

Crawford, R. (1997) Managing Information Technology in Secondary Schools, Routledge, London. 

NCET (1995) Approaches to IT Capability Key Stage 3, NCET, Coventry. 

Selwood, I. and Jenkinson, D. (1995) The delivery of Information Technology capability in 
secondary schools in England and Wales, in (Ed. J. Tinsley. and T. Van Weert) World Conference 
on Computers in Education VI, Chapman and Hall, London. 
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From the list: IT subject teachers or what? 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool JMU 
Neil Stanley started the ball rolling by sending to the list: 
At the 'Dome Conference' last Tuesday (26th Sept) it was 
clear from comments made that TTA felt we should be 
solely concentrating on training SUBJECT teachers of IT 
(planning, managing, assessing, reporting) and giving 
little heed to the extra aspects of the ICT teachers' role 
(cross-curricular support, resource management, staff-
development, SMT advice provision). They even called it 
an IT subject event on the signs at the Dome (see photo).  
I (and I know others of you out there do to) feel that we 
need to enable the survival of what may be still sole 
subject specialists by the inclusion of work from the 
extended role. There are also issues of employability - 
schools don't expect to fork out for CPD to bring onboard 
these skills (and should recent trainees?). 

I(C)T still appears to be different from Science, Maths and English and does not live in isolation to other subjects (as 
these subjects seem capable of doing in both the learners' and teachers' minds!). 
What are we/should we be bringing into being? Who do we need to educate? How do we start to make progress? 
In addition, CPD seems threatened by the NOF wave of 'activity' - how can we feel watered rather than drowned? 

And this is how it continued… 
Jocelyn Wishart, Loughborough University 
I received the same message with concern as my external examiner for the PGCE last year felt there ought to be more 
on the cross curricular role of ICT but now I wonder whether I ought to cut back. However, our discussion group 
unanimously reported back that they felt the ICT co-ordination role was one our PGCE students stepped into very 
swiftly and they needed to be prepared for it. 
Chris Cloke, Bath University 
Does the IT Secondary PGCE really serve the market place? Schools round here do need ICT teachers, but is it a small 
market - a bit like 'bus ed' teachers, perhaps one or two a school. What they really want is an injection of expertise to do 
all kinds of things including staff development in ICT, policy and management of ICT, managing resources, etc. etc. 
Unfortunately the TTA are locked into a one-size fits all approach. We are in a particularly Dark Age when it comes to 
professional training and development of teachers at the moment. Perhaps if we keep raising such questions, a few 
shafts of light might dawn - you never know. 
Steve Kennewell, University of Wales, Swansea 
I hadn't been involved in previous contacts with Ofsted or TTA concerning the training of IT specialist teachers (the 
subject is still called IT here in Wales, as well as at TTA!), and I had mixed feelings about the ethos which TTA were 
promulgating at the Dome conference. 
I am keen to promote a subject culture for IT as a specialism, as this gives new teachers an identity within the subject-
based secondary curriculum. But it is clear that IT is not the same as most subjects, and in any case, too strong a subject 
identity can lead to 'balkanisation' of schools with departments competing for status and resources to the detriment of 
pupils' learning (although they may get good exam results, but that's another debate). I felt that TTA wanted to fit IT 
into the simplistic model of training teachers the 'right way' to teach precisely one subject in isolation from the rest of 
the curriculum, which is neither appropriate for quality IT education nor realistic for the employment market. 
I would prefer IT/ICT to lead the way towards a more holistic approach to teaching and learning the secondary 
curriculum, in which there is due recognition of: 

∗ common teaching approaches 
∗ conceptual links  
∗ integration of generic skills 

 as well as the distinctive features of each subject which characterise their contributions to the curriculum and generate 
enthusiasm amongst their teachers. 
Margaret Cox, King’s College London 
I think we shouldn't encourage our trainees to expect to do two to three jobs when they leave. Until we get schools to 
understand that I(C)T is a subject just like Maths and Sciences they will always be exploited and the subject will be 
watered down. We have to educate schools that the same amount of resources needs to go into IT teaching as any other 
core subject if the pupils are to reach the same levels. 
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Andy Weymouth, Bath Spa University : 
At the Dome Conference it was very clear that the TTA were asking us to use a I(C)T teaching model that, in reality, 
rarely exists. There are not enough schools in my area to provide trainees with the IT subject model throughout. 
We would be doing the trainees a disservice to pretend that other issues such as ICT across the curriculum and ICT co-
ordination issues do not exist. 
On a two-year course we are able to prepare the trainees for most eventualities. This reflects the reality of the situation 
at it now stands. If this changes in the future then clearly we can respond in the future to school needs. In the meantime 
we (TTA and ITT) do need a common understanding of what we are trying to achieve and where we are going. 
Hopefully this debate is part of that process! 
Roger Crawford, Huddersfield University : 
I agree with Margaret. IT must be treated as a discrete subject and have the status and resources of other secondary 
school subjects. I would like to see all pupils entered for an external examination in IT at the end of ks4. However, I 
believe schools need to plan to spend much more on IT resources on an annual basis than they do on resourcing other 
subjects. I also believe that IT should be used to support teaching and learning throughout the curriculum. In this 
respect, the use of IT in the curriculum seems to differ from many other subjects - but what about numeracy and literacy 
throughout the curriculum? Is IT really so different? Or do we have a situation like Maths and English - secondary 
subjects with associated key skills? IT is of course much more substantial and much more expensive to implement. 
In short, our courses prepare secondary IT subject teachers but do not forget the role of the IT teacher in supporting 
teaching and learning throughout the curriculum.  
Martin Owen, University of Wales, Bangor : 
I am with Margaret on this one. 
a) I think ICT co-ordination is a senior management role b) I do not think IT teachers should be IT Technicians that 
serve the needs of other staff 
In all collegiate situations I would hope school staff would engage in co-operative and collaborative development of 
their school. It is a duty of all teachers to contribute their specialist knowledge to the process of school empowerment 
and improvement. 
Tim Denning, Keele University : 
There are big issues here but one small matter of detail may be worth throwing in - this is NOT a small market if the 
experience of my PGCE group last year is anything to go by. All of those seeking work found places and many of them 
were offered quite large salary increments in order to temp them to accept offers... A number of local schools are still 
looking! 
Martin Owen : 
I think the training of ICT co-ordinators in school must be seen as a different issue. 
I have my students in college for less than 50 days and I am "in contact" for about 40% of that time. I see a lot of "bad 
practice in schools" and the state of IT teaching is parlous in my humble opinion. 
I have nowhere near enough time to prepare good teachers of ICT on my course, I really don't have enough time to 
produce bad ones. 
Chris Cloke : 
I think the market problem, Tim, is that it is a small market with very few suppliers. The numbers of students being 
trained as IT teachers and the numbers of teachers in the system capable of teaching IT (seriously) is quite small. 
Schools are finding it difficult to get even the relatively few staff they think they need. 
I appreciate the point that we need good quality IT teachers who meet the standards. But I think schools want more than 
just IT teachers. Perhaps there is an argument here for conversion courses. I know that they were successful in the past - 
but I imagine they are very expensive. It would make more sense to convert experienced teachers into IT co-ordinators - 
but it would cost a lot and deprive schools, in the short term, of expertise. 
Time Denning : 
I wasn't trying to wash over the problems just to share our experience of the 'market place' for ICT NQTs. Having just 
completed my Phase 2 OFSTED as part of this year’s inspection of ICT 'Providers' I can confirm that a focus on Subject 
Knowledge is a key area - we do this by having a SK Focus for each week of HEI based training which sits alongside 
the pedagogical matters - it is also a useful framework for trying to 'exemplify good practice'! 
Andy Weymouth : 
The conflict between training pure IT teachers and the reality of life of 'IT bods' in schools led to the creation of the two 
year conversion course in ICT here at Bath Spa. 
We have the time to ensure that trainees have secure knowledge to teach their subject up to A-level and we also look at 
cross-curricular issues and the potential wider role of ICT co-ordinators. 
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I empathise with this debate - this 'solution' doesn't answer it ... but fudges the issue to cover all eventualities until we, 
as an ICT community (inc. TTA), have a common understanding of what we are trying to achieve! 
Steve Kennewell : 
The simple answer is to say that ITT deals with subject specialists, and IT is just like any other subject, whereas 
curriculum co-ordination is a management role requiring experience and status. But as we all know, it's not as simple as 
that in reality, and I don't think such simplicity should be an ideal anyway. A good IT specialist teacher is always 
conscious of ICT's cross-curricular role, and teaches pupils to seek opportunities and utilise their knowledge in other 
contexts. We all want to train good teachers, but TTA seem to have missed this aspect of an IT specialist's job. 
Christina Preston, Institute of Education : 
The argument stems from confusion about what kind of management role IT specialists should have. It seems to me that 
there are five distinct roles - people who run the network who are not necessarily teachers, teachers who teach IT, 
teachers who use ICT across the curriculum as a tool for learning, senior managers and advisers who understand enough 
about advanced technology to create the right technological environment and senior managers who specialise in change 
management and understand the issues of using of computers as a catalyst for changes in pedagogy. 
Teachers who excel in one or two of these areas may well not be suited to delivering all five. The breadth of experience 
and knowledge needed to cover all five is awesome. The reason the profession is not clear on this is because there is 
very little professional development that addresses effectively these roles. Andy Weymouth's course sounds like a good 
start but does not address the senior manager and adviser issues. 
In our study, Teachers as Innovators, Margaret Cox and I were concerned about the limited opportunities for ICT 
professional development. About half the teacher who had attended course said that the pedagogical aspects of ICT use 
were not addressed which we also thought was a matter of concern.  
Roger Crawford : 
It might be worth remembering that Initial Teacher Training in IT is just that. It's the start of a long process of becoming 
an effective teacher. In my view, its the role of ITT to prepare trainees to be effective teachers of the subject of IT with 
some acknowledgement of the role of the IT teacher in supporting colleagues who use IT to support teaching and 
learning throughout the curriculum. Some awareness of the other roles is essential but development may/will follow 
after the ITT course. 
And finally, the endnote from Neil Stanley: 
Having been involved in our institution's INSET bid - it was disappointing to note that our plans for a PG Cert. in ICT 
Co-ordination did not fit the model of 'required' courses (which fitted a subject knowledge model). Looks like we'll be 
doing co-ordination by stealth with that target audience too - that's if we get any takers. 

 
more images at www.staff.livjm.ac.uk/ecsnstan/itte/dome 

The European Schoolnet - Progress and Expectations 
Dr Marilyn Leask, NFER, Director of the Learning School Project and Sarah Younie, De Montfort University, 
Project Officer for the Learning School Project within the European Schoolnet. 

Teachers may be interested in the following work developing the use of the Web for teachers and educational 
researchers. 

Over the last five years groups of teachers, researchers and politicians have been working collaboratively to develop the 
European Schoolnet (http://www.eun.org.) The European Schoolnet aims to promote the use of ICT among schools in 
Europe, in particular by: 
• encouraging and supporting collaboration and co-operation among schools 
• offering a comprehensive range of educational content and teaching services 
• supporting the professional development and training of teachers 
• exchanging good practice and teachers' experiences 
• providing common technical and educational standards as the platform for a powerful network which supports the 

needs of all educational users in Europe 

Teachers' perceptions of what such a European website could do for them are reported in a forthcoming article in The 
Journal of Teacher Development by Leask and Younie who have been undertaken research about the use of European 
School Net since 1998. Following the first phase of development in which the structure of the site and basic provision 
was established, work has begun on constructing The European Knowledge Centre (for Teachers and Researchers). This 
is intended to bring teachers and educators together with researchers in ICT-supported education and On-line Distance 
Learning through seminars, workshops and an Online Service which provides resources, collaboration facilities, 
electronic fora and reviews. The purpose is to provide a meeting point for teachers and researchers in order to improve 
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the understanding of issues surrounding the role of the teacher in pedagogic research in education and ODL. The project 
is located alongside the European Schoolnet’s website, helping to draw the widest possible audience while building on 
and exploiting existing dissemination networks and enhancing the overall visibility of research in education and 
teaching.  

During the period of 1999 - 2000 two seminars were held bringing together the ideas of teachers and researchers in the 
UK about how the web could be developed to support the interface between teachers and researchers. Similar seminars 
are being held in other European countries and the results complied to guide the direction of the European Knowledge 
Centre. If you wish to be kept in touch with these initiatives, we suggest you join the list serves below. 

To subscribe to the European Schoolnet newsletter (in English), send an empty e-mail to: 
 teachers-letter-en-subscribe@listserv.eun.org. 

To subscribe to the European Knowledge Centre News listserv. Send an empty email to: 
 ekc-news-subscribe@listserv.eun.org. 

To make a submission, contact the editor, Robert Whelan at robert.whelan@eun.org. 

Transforming Teaching: Continuing professional development for teachers using 
ICT in classrooms 
Christina Preston, Institute of Education, University of London 

The National Grid for Learning 

The UK Government has invested £1.7 billion pounds in the National Grid for Learning. Their aim is to improve access 
to learning, to raise standards and to transform teaching. Electronic mediums of communication are the vehicle for 
powerful messages and for authoritative, public debate. Therefore, to make computers the catalyst for change in an 
educational project makes sense.  

But the National Grid for Learning is simply an electronic network. It will have no impact on schools unless the 
teaching profession believes in this new initiative. Advanced technologies are neutral. The beliefs of the teacher about 
learning determine whether they are used in the service of authoritarian and didactic teaching styles or to develop more 
constructive and independent forms of learning. 

The more traditional forms of learning used to raise standards are well understood and technology like Integrated 
Learning systems and whiteboards used for whole class teaching underpin these approaches. Transforming teaching is 
far more difficult to achieve and requires a different use of the technological tools. In the best cases the view of learning 
has shifted in the profession, along with the view of technology. 

View of Learning View of technology Role of teacher 
Instruction 
 

Teaching machines: 
Drill & practice 

“Heat and serve curriculum” 
Conveyer of knowledge: deliverer 

Construction Making meaning  
Through activity 
Simulation software etc 

Enquirer, Elaborator, 
Facilitator of Thinking 
 

Co-construction Building learning 
communities 

Making connections 
Making contacts 
Learning too  

(Watkins, 2000) 

The MirandaNet model for ICT professional development 

Teachers need to experience co-construction if they are to use the method well. The MirandaNet approach is to model 
co-constructive approaches both in practice and in its mission statement, given below. This statement is adjusted each 
year online by the Fellowship as they grow in understanding of the process of their learning: 

MirandaNet strives to enrich the professional development of educators who are meeting the challenge of advanced 
technologies in classrooms and staff rooms. The Fellowship spans national, cultural, commercial and political divides 
to provide an innovative and inclusive forum for education change managers who are building a continuing 
professional development knowledge base. Fellows celebrate individual learning patterns through peer e-mentoring 
and action research strategies. Partnership with the Information and Communications Technology industry is at the 
heart of the research, development and evaluation processes that underpin and support good practice. Dissemination 
and publication are central to Fellowship process. 
Peer mentoring and e-mentoring which promote co-construction are a means of continuing ICT professional 
development that the MirandaNet Fellowship has been developing since 1992. The MirandaNet respondents whose on-
line community started in 1995 found the online communication had enabled them to meet like-minded individuals, to 
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have greater awareness of the uses of ICT, and to keep up with advances in ICT. Some elements of this model, like long 
term mentoring, publishing case studies for peers, industry partnership and contact with teachers outside the UK may be 
helpful to other professional groups who want to set up similar on-line communities. (Preston, Cox and Cox 2000) 
MirandaNet has been built on a collaborative community of scholarship that draws in relevant research from many 
sources. MirandaNet’s early vision was informed by collaborative communities for professional development which 
evolved in the UK, such as: ResCue the national electronic network for pre-vocational education; Superhighway 
projects; Marlene Scardamalia’s Knowledge Forum; and the Technology Education Research Coalition’s (TERC) Lab-
Net project based in Boston. These projects are described in a chapter by Nikki Davis which considers the analogy of 
teachers as Power Stations for the UK’s NGfL. (Davis, In press) 
More recent scholarship that informs current work includes the large study in the USA undertaken by Henry Becker and 
Margaret Riel, which clearly links school ethos and ongoing mentoring for ICT, and the ICT Educational Research 
Forum that was created by the University of Exeter Telematics Centre with support from BECTa and the research 
community. The latest stage of the Oracle-MirandaNet partnership is drawing strongly on the move to ‘thinking 
classrooms’, researched by Carol MacGuiness for the DfEE, which shows that ICT often plays a significant role. 
(MacGuiness, 1999) 
Web based learning environments are technological tools that offer a unique opportunity to test out the opportunity to 
develop new learning models that can transform teaching. Software that is built on co-constructionist strategies of 
learning includes:  
In Canada, Knowledge Forum with Marlene Scardamalia and others, Toronto University 
In USA, Schools for Thought with Teresa Secules and others, Vanderbilt University 
In UK, Think.com developed by Oracle with pedagogical advice from Ultralab, University of East Anglia and 
MirandaNet linked with the Institute of Education, University of London.  
This opportunity to research, develop and implement this community learning software gives MirandaNet Fellows the 
chance to experiment with this type of learning. As a result of this study and the first findings of the Thinking Space 
programme The MirandaNet Fellowship have been exploring some of the learning opportunities that teachers appear to 
value. The web site is being redesigned so that Fellows can participate more in the co-construction of knowledge by 
developing a Power House of cases studies and resources that support new approaches to learning.  
MirandaNet Fellows are of the opinion that the above initiatives demonstrate that it is possible to plug the increasing 
gap in ICT professional development for teachers that threatens the investment in the NGfL. MirandaNet principles are 
replicable and customisable for other communities. Think.com is free. The main obstacle is time for managers of 
change in school and in the teacher education establishments to develop such initiatives. Our fear is that without 
adequate long term professional development teaching will not shift from traditional approaches and schools will seem 
increasingly irrelevant to the students they serve.  

Teachers and teacher educators who want to start Think.com communities in their school will find information about registering and 
about free Think.com seminars on the MirandaNet website www.mirandanet.ac.uk  

To order the research study, Teachers as Innovators, by C. Preston, M. Cox and K. Cox funded by The Teacher Training Agency, 
Oracle and Compaq use the form on www.mirandanet.ac.uk or email enquiries @mirandanet.ac.uk 
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'Rememberings of things past' – Conferences 2000  
Neil Stanley Liverpool John Moores University 

I certainly enjoyed my visits to both of these events and recorded some of the proceedings in the 
usual way. If you've not yet visited the pictures then go to: 
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www.staff.livjm.ac.uk/ecsnstan/E3M  for the Millennium Conference, and, 

www.staff.livjm.ac.uk/ecsnstan/itte/res_conf_2000 for the Research Conference.  

A couple of examples as a taster: 

No caption competition (in case of difficulty in printing the winners!) 
(Now read on – Ed.) 

Educating for the 3rd Millennium Conference, 13th – 16th July 2000 
Sarah Wilkes, University College Worcester 

As a celebration of education in the New Millennium, ITTE gathered with other members of the IT Network 
to participate in a joint conference, held at Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher Education.  This 
saw collaboration by a number of bodies - ACITT, BCS, CEG, ITTE, MAPE, NAACE, NILTA, SNUG 
(which looks like an anagram of something – how about ‘MEET SUBSTANTIAL GIGANTIC 
ACCEPTANCE’*?) -  provided opportunities to meet new people and discover more about different 
perspectives and involvements with ICT, adding a more cosmopolitan feel than is customary.  A popular 
sport was trying to identify the person with the most dots of different colours on their name badge – 
indicating their membership to various associations.  I think Roger Keeling was in the running for top prize 
here, with five! 

The self-contained Park Campus offered comfortable, accessible accommodation in the villa-style 
residences, whilst the Elwes building provided a versatile variety of conference rooms.  All this, set in 25 
acres of landscaped gardens with lake and nature trail, felt very civilised. 

The conference opened and we waited for Michael Wills MP, the Under Secretary of State for Learning and 
Technology to arrive.  He duly talked of 700 Learning Centres to be set up, extending school opening hours 
to permit use of computers and hinted at results of research (yet to be disclosed) indicating increased 
attainment when the curriculum is delivered through ICT, amongst other things.  Gabriel Goldstein’s mix of 
humour and sharp, no-nonsense rhetoric cast a glow over the proceedings with his summary of ‘ICT- where 
have we got to, where are we going?’  His closing remarks gave us all something to think about: where do 
values - integrity, loyalty and sensitivity – fit in? 

Decisions, decisions, decisions – which papers, demonstrations or workshops to attend?  A wide range of 
topics and perspectives to choose from kept me busy for the remainder of our first afternoon and the 
following morning.   Friday afternoon saw the opening of the exhibition which provided a useful opportunity 
to view and discuss some of the hardware, software and peripherals available and soon to be released.  A 
thanks to the organisers and exhibitors for this.  Later that day Tim Brighouse’s focus on how ICT will 
change our schools and learning was overshadowed somewhat, for some of the delegates, by the 
announcement that teachers threshold pay awards had been stalled. 
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And so on to the third day - but what happened to the themed 
breakfasts?  Yet more papers, presentations and workshops to 
challenge the grey matter. 

The social programme, besides drinks in the bar, was in greater 
evidence during the second evening with a Barn dance.  Though 
rather slow to get started, it gradually gathered in pace and number of 
participants to the point where the floor space was not quite 
sufficient!  The Panoramic Bar at Cheltenham Racecourse offered an 
interesting and romantic venue for the Conference Dinner – a few 
horses racing in the summer twilight would have been an added 
bonus, perhaps? After dinner speaker Gervase Phinn’s galloping delivery made up for that oversight, and left 
us with sore ribs. 

Sunday morning brought the final sessions and close of the Conference.  Spanning four days and drawing 
together members from a variety of organisations, this certainly provided opportunities to meet and converse 
with a wide range of professionals, all of whom possessed a common link, that of ICT. Conferences are good 
places to meet up with old friends, but even better when you meet new ones. Perhaps we should do it all 

again, perhaps in the next Leap Year – and certainly before the next 
millennium. 
*Or ‘A GIGANTIC UNACCEPTABLE SEMANTIC TEST’ or 
‘MAN-EATING BUGS ACCEPT NICE STALACTITE’ or 
‘NECESSITATE PAN-GALACTIC CUTTING BEAM’ or 
‘GUINEA-PIGS’ BATTLE-TACTICS CAN’T MENACE’ or 
‘ANTICIPATE BEST CLEAN-CUT MAGIC AGENTS’ or ‘I AM 
ACCENTUATING BEST GIANT SPECTACLE’ or… 

 

ITTE Conference 2001 
17th - 19th July 

Swansea 

For the first conference of the new millennium, we revert to the traditional ITTE format which enables 
colleagues from member institutions to share ideas, update on the latest research, and discuss matters of 
current interest with each other.  

The University of Wales Swansea is an excellent campus venue right by the Bay. We have reserved en suite 
accommodation, a newly opened conference block, a dinner at the Dylan Thomas Centre for Literature with 
an entertaining speaker and bar open late enough for you to enjoy the evening in true Dylan Thomas style if 
you wish. 

We have no specific theme this year. We will obtain speakers of national and international standing to talk 
without constraint concerning current and future issues. The rest is up to you. There will be ample time for 
presentations from members concerning their research and professional practice, together with forum 
sessions on matters of current concern. A conference publication is planned, and research papers will be 
considered for publication in JITTE. 

Paper booking forms and an on-line form on the web will be available soon. 

We look forward to seeing you all in Swansea. 

Steve Kennewell on behalf of the Conference Subcommittee 
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ITTE Research Conference, 2000: Some Personal, 
Prejudiced Impressions 
Chris Cloke University of Bath 

The ITTE Research Conference was held, as usual,  in the sumptuous 
Møller Cenre at Churchill College, Cambridge.  It was certainly 
sumptuous by the standards of previous ITTE conferences I have been 
to.  Most of the regulars attended.  There were some new faces – which 
is always nice to see.  Also a few gaps, no Niki, Michele or Jean. 

Angela McFarlane got the conference off to a really good start with a 
key-note address which really was ‘key-note’.  She described her turbulent year, probably the most turbulent 
of her career.  She moved from leading a research team in Cambridge to BECTa, then on to the warm 
comforts of the West Country as Professor at the University of Bristol School of Education.  The ITTE 
members in the South West look forward to having her amongst them as a boost to their efforts to start up 
regional meetings. 

She described the work she did at BECTa as head of their research section.  The work had a strong policy 
dimension.  Policy issues have dogged the ICT debate for quite some time.  In particular, how does 
educational research influence policy makers and practitioners?  Also, how do we as practitioners in research 
and teacher development influence government policy?  In terms of research, policy makers and practitioners 
are not the same audience and will respond to different research.  Attempts to draw overall conclusions from 
research in the area of ICT in education seems to be hindered by the way research is presented.  It is written 
in obscure journals, in an inaccessible style, with incomplete accounts and descriptions.  If there is 
disagreement in the literature, and sometimes there is, how can one understand the nature of the 
disagreement if both accounts lack contextual detail. 

Even more fundamental is a lack of an effective theoretical basis for much of the research.  This includes the 
rationalisation of competing purposes for ICT in Education:  as a key skill, as a tool for improvement of 
educational settings in terms of learning, management and organisation or as an agent of change.  Angela 
presented us with a number of frameworks, and there are a number in the literature.  Almost every project 
seems to invent its own – hence the need for some sort of rationalisation. 

Angela also described her involvement in Impact2 – as ‘poacher’ turned ‘gamekeeper’ and back to ‘poacher’ 
again.  Impact2 was a strong theme throughout the conference and it was useful for her to signal it from the 
very start.  She outlined the directed model favoured by policy makers: i.e. 

∗ Traditionally defined curriculum 
∗ Teacher/curriculum specified task 
∗ Learner using ICT skills 
∗ Improved Learning 
∗ Improved attainment 

Impact2 favours a more self-directed model, which is learner centred 
and is concerned with learner’s own representations which will take 
learners beyond the traditionally defined Curriculum.  This left us all 
eager for the next instalments of Impact2 in the progress papers. 

Angela’s address was followed by an update of progress with the 
Research Groups presented by Graham Jarvis and Steve Kennewell in an amusing and challenging way.  It 
became clear to me, and perhaps the rest of the conference that not much progress had been made largely as 
a result of difficulties in arranging meetings.  I must confess at this point that I am more guilty than most 
since I managed, I don’t know how, to become a member of all the groups without attending a single 
meeting.   

There was time to try to resolve some of these issues at the end of the conference.  I attended the Knowledge 
Group.  There seemed to be a strong desire to make some progress and interesting ideas were exchanged.  As 
Peter Twining says, this is difficult stuff.  It may be made much easier with an exchange of ideas and also 
specific examples for us to think about. 

We had a number of Research in Progress sessions which covered a wide range of issues.  The extra time did 
allow for some discussion which was appreciated by all presenters.  I attended three presentations by Richard 
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Bennett, Donna Hurford, Babs Dore and Cathy Wickens who were just beginning their research projects and 
valued ideas and direction from delegates; examples included.  At this stage, it is helpful to be able to clarify 
your ideas and your methodology.  Ideas and suggestions from fellow researchers can be most helpful, 
particularly if they are shared in the supportive atmosphere which I find in all ITTE conferences.  I know 
some presenters did say they were nervous, and I admit, I was when it came to my turn.  But I need not have 
been, everyone was so friendly and helpful as usual at ITTE events  

We were also treated to previews of Impact2 from Bridget Somekh, Di Mavers, Tony Fisher and Angela 
MacFarlane.  I am sure that Impact2 will be a major talking point over the next few years.  The methods used 
look very innovative and will produce some interesting results.  Whether they will produce the result the 
government wants is another matter. 

By contrast, we did have David Benzie trying to convince us about the situatedness of knowledge.  I must 
admit to having a lot of sympathy with David’s ideas.  We did have a good discussion and really only looked 
at about half of his slides.  I am sure that, in future, David will be able to find a more challenging target for 
his abilities than 4/98! 

Just before lunch on the final day we were treated to some soul-searching 
and sound advice on managing projects.  I certainly felt that we were not 
put off but encouraged to become involved.  There are lots of potential 
funding agencies around and ICT is a hot issue for research at the 
moment. 

In all, I had a very enjoyable conference.  I feel that ITTE does serve an 
invaluable purpose in bringing like minded people together and giving us 
all a boost for the increasingly challenging work we do in educational 
research and teacher development. 

The Next Research Conference 

Very advanced notice: Not next February, but February 2002 

The 6th ITTE Research Seminar 
will be held on 

Friday 8th February & Saturday 9th February 2002 
as usual at the sumptuous venue (see article above) of 

The Møller Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge. 
 

Please pencil this date into your diary now! 
 

Initial enquiries to: Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge. CB2 2PH. 

e-mail: ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

 

SITE 2001 - now booking!  
Ken Bingham, Cambridge University 

The dark days of November might seem like a 
surprising time for me to write about last February’s 
SITE conference in San Diego. But I hope this short 
piece will encourage you to sign up for the next SITE 
in March 2001, and this is the time to do so if you want 
a choice of flights and a hotel room at the cheaper 
conference-rate. 

I can’t improve on Moira’s “Recollections of SITE” in 
the Spring issue Newsletter but then, I’m not an ICT 
academic and I have a different angle on these 
conferences. As a senior technical officer in Cambridge 
one of my most important functions - and one of the 
most enjoyable - is to track the development of new 
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technologies and to apply them, as appropriate, to 
current work in the School, whether that’s PGCE, 
CPD, or - increasingly often - to the work of research 
graduates and funded projects. I also concentrate on 
how research is undertaken, or presented, and how new 
technologies might have improved the experience or be 
applied in other areas. At one SITE, I was impressed 
by the teachers in one elementary (primary) school 
who described how they had all been equipped with 
Apple Newton PDAs (I guess they would be called 
palmtops now) - and had even run up some rather natty 
knitted ‘holsters’ for them. During classes, teachers 
noted grades and other records on their Newton - 
information which was ‘beamed’ back to the school’s 
central computer system at the end of the day using 
infra-red technology. Staff at another school which 
needed to be rebuilt (I think it was in the Bronx so it 
may have been trashed by the students), persuaded a 
local IT company to install school-wide networking 
free of charge during the rebuilding. The school turned 
around a depressing absenteeism record within a year 
or two by making the technology of the day available 
to every student. And I could go on. How successful 
each of these projects really were, in analysis, I can’t 
say. What I do know is that US teachers and teacher 
educators ‘cut to the chase’ in their use of technology. 
They see it and apply it almost, it seems, without a 
second thought. They may then reject it but at least 
they tried and they often describe their experiences at 
SITE. In the UK we seem to spend a good deal of our 
time deciding if it fits some criteria or other, whether 
we can get DfEE or JISC funding (and sometimes we 
do) and will we have time? Oh yes, will we have the 
time? Much though I love you all, the change of air is 
refreshing. 

Moira mentioned the social side of SITE - which offers 
other opportunities for ‘networking’ and discussion of 
new ideas and this is an important point. But you do 
need to work at it. In the UK many conferences are ‘all 
in’ - meals, accommodation, bar etc. all included (well, 

not the drinks perhaps) and under one roof. In the US 
very little is included and when you go out for a meal it 
can be easier to stay with the people you work with or 
know best from home. It can be difficult sometimes to 
find a good rendezvous where you can meet up by 
chance and some hotels are better than others in this 
respect. A corner of the foyer, or in the bar, are good 
starting points and this is another good reason to book 
up early. Leave it too late and you might well be in 
another hotel, perhaps miles from the action. With a 
little extra effort you get to spend ‘quality time’ (don’t 
you just love it?) with colleagues you may not see 
again until next year and each time I’ve brought 
important new ideas home with me from many of these 
informal encounters. 

Any additional post- or pre- conference social activities 
I’ll leave to you to work out (and I had better play it 
down - after all, you never know who might read this) 
but I always welcome an extra couple of days 
unwinding, sightseeing, reading, writing, lounging by 
the pool or enjoying some local colour. Most routes to 
the US specify a weekend stay in order to get a 
reasonably cheap flight so by leaving on Saturday 
morning you can be in the US for a late tea (their time) 
and have a day or two free before the conference starts 
on Monday or Tuesday. Fly back overnight on 
Saturday and be at the desk tired but happy on 
Monday. Pretend jet-lag doesn’t exist - it works for me. 
So that’s it. Go to SITE in Orlando in March 2001, 
meets lots of interesting people who are not ground 
down by our government (they may be ground down 
by theirs, but usually don't show it), stock up with new 
ideas in the use of technology in education from the 
people who get it first, eat and drink fairly cheaply and 
come to terms with the airline definition of leg room. 
Oh, and by the way, don’t suggest to an American that 
Orlando is in any way typical of the US in general - it 
just isn’t. See you there. 

SWITTE 
Malcolm Hughes, University of the West of England 

The South West regional group met at the Education Faculty of the University of the West of England on 
Thursday 7th September. Colleagues from across the region met to discuss audit arrangements, and common areas of 
research and publication work. 

The group reviewed the on-line entry and exit audit materials on the UWE Pathways web site and provided some 
critical and useful feedback about their content, presentation and technical 'robustness'.  

The next meeting of SWITTE will be at Bath University on the afternoon of Thursday March 1st, 2001 and although it 
will be good to see the regular members of the group, it would be even more satisfying to welcome colleagues from 
other member institutions in the region who have yet to experience the comradeship and mutual support of a SWITTE 
meeting. 

Chris from Bath University will be hosting the next meeting and would welcome ideas from colleagues about the 
agenda for the meeting. With the demise of the ITTE NOF research group and the lack of opportunity of research 
groups to meet on a national basis, perhaps a regional focus for research would be a way forward. We know there is 
exciting stuff happening in the region - interesting research down at Bristol University etc. etc. Can we help? Do you 
need an audience of critical peers? SWITTE is and will be interested so please let us know what you are doing and 
come along to the next meeting on 1st March. 
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BECTa News 
Stephanie Harris 

Using ICT to Support Mathematics in Primary 
Schools 

BECTa has been working with the National Numeracy 
Strategy to produce an INSET pack entitled 'Using ICT 
to Support Mathematics in Primary Schools'. In line 
with current Government Policy, they will not 
automatically be sent to schools or teacher training 
establishments - they will have to request a pack be 
sent to them. For further information contact: 
 janice_staines@becta.org.uk.  
The packs will be available from the National 
Numeracy Strategy through Prolog, the DfEE 
distributor. They will be available to order from 14 
November 2000. The Prolog order line is 0845 60 222 
60. 

ICT Reviewing Practice INSET Course - new 
training materials 

Materials have been designed to provide a ready-made 
INSET course on ICT for teachers/trainee teachers in 
primary schools. Written in consultation with Ofsted-
accredited inspectors, the course is in four parts and 
may be combined as a whole-day training course or 
used as four separate INSET sessions. In either case, 
they need to be delivered by a course provider who is 
familiar with the National Curriculum and the use of 
ICT in primary schools. 

The aims of this course are to: 
- link with inspection of ICT in schools 
- help schools carry out a review of their ICT practice  
- provide examples of good practice in the use of ICT 

in primary schools. 
The course sets out to help teachers/trainee teachers to 
identify the learning that takes place when pupils are 
engaged in using ICT and to highlight the importance 
of teacher questioning in enabling this learning to 
happen. It therefore focuses on four areas: 
- Teacher questioning  
- Teaching  
- Pupil response to ICT  
- ICT capability  

All of the printed materials needed (tutors' notes, 
handouts and OHTs) to run the course can be 
downloaded at: 
http://vtc.ngfl.gov.uk/resource/cits/primary/reviewing/i
ndex.html. However, a specially produced video is also 
required as the basis for observation and group 
discussion in order to run this course successfully. This 
VHS video lasts for 2 hours and is available from the 
Becta Bookshop at: http://www.becta.org.uk/ for £5.00. 
One copy is freely available on request to ICTSN 
Members from the Bookshop – please quote "ICTSN" 
when ordering. Contact janice_staines@becta.org.uk 
for further details. 

The BECTa ICT Inspection Website 

Just as information and communication technology is 
increasing its impact on education, so too must 

inspectors take note 
of the changes and 
adapt their approach 
to inspecting schools. Current Government initiatives 
are increasing the provision and use of ICT for 
teaching, learning and management and this is reflected 
in the revised Inspection Framework. 

Inspectors must be prepared to inspect learning and 
teaching in ICT-rich environments, as well as 
identifying where schools are failing to use the 
technology effectively. So too must teachers and senior 
managers. Support is available in the form of the ICT 
Inspection Site, developed by Becta, in collaboration 
with NAACE (National Association of Advisers for 
Computers in Education) and in consultation with 
Ofsted. The site supplements the Ofsted framework 
and handbooks and applies to primary, secondary and 
special school inspections in England.  

The Web site is written by inspectors and focuses on 
the inspection of standards and teaching in ICT. It 
provides guidance, quality indicators, a toolkit of items 
to assist the inspection process and a reference section 
with brief articles addressing current issues and 
initiatives from an inspection perspective. It also gives 
direct access to the information needed that is held on 
other sites, such as DfEE circulars, assessment and 
performance data, QCA schemes of work and 
Curriculum 2000.  

Further resources include: 
• guidance for Registered Inspectors on managing 

the inspection of ICT  
• all aspects of subject ICT 
• the use of ICT to support other subjects 
• ICT in teaching 
• ICT for management 
• ICT and pupils with special educational needs 

Comments and suggestions for further improvement 
and development of the site, and examples of 
successful inspection practice are welcome. A feedback 
form is provided on the site for this purpose. 
Alternatively, comments can be sent to 
steph_harris@becta.org.uk 

Teachers Online Project - New look web site 

Teachers Online, now in its 2nd year, has grown 
beyond recognition as thousands of teachers are using 
e-mail, the Web and video conferencing as an every 
day tool. Teachers Online began life as a forum for 
9,000 teachers involved in the DfEE Multimedia 
Portables for Teachers scheme in 1998. The aim of the 
Teachers Online Project (TOP) is to demonstrate how 
being online can improve classroom practice, 
administration and management. This year saw the 
launch of the Teachers Online Project web site 
http://teachersonline.ngfl.gov.uk. It is designed for 
teachers and contains educational ICT case studies, 
project information, events, competitions and news.  
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Netdays Europe 2000 

During the week of 20-27 November 2000, thousands 
of European schools, libraries, museums, and 
companies took part in the showcase of the educational 
benefits of the Internet. Netd@ys Europe is now the 
largest event of its kind in the world and it has grown 

in popularity each year since its launch in 1997. Last 
year there were five million visits to the Netd@ys Web 
site and 150,000 organisations from 35 countries took 
part. To find out more about in Netdays in the UK visit 
http://www.becta.org.uk/netdays 

ITTE Receipt and Payment Accounts 
Year ending 31/12/99 presented at Cheltenham conference by the Treasurer – Chris Higgins 
 
RECEIPTS 
Membership fees 5600 
JITTE royalties 2640 
Summer Conference 1007 
Research Conference 6580 
Interest on deposits 453 
 
Total 16280 

 
PAYMENTS 
Stationery and Newsletter 722 
Travel and subsistence 2321 
Summer Conference 360 
Research Conference 6270 
JITTE costs 2994 
 
Total 12667 

 
BALANCE at 31/12/99  £24,600 

Your Committee 
 

Jonathan Allen Co-opted Publicity Oxford Brookes University 
Sue Brindley 2000 – 2003 University of Cambridge 
Tim Denning  Vice Chair Keele University 
Tony Fisher 2000 – 2003 University of Nottingham 
Mary Hayes Co-opted Secretary Nottingham Trent University 
Chris Higgins 2000 – 2003 Treasurer Oxford Brookes University 
Malcolm Hughes 1998 – 2001 University of the West of England 
Libby Jared  1999 – 2002 Newsletter Homerton College, Cambridge 
Steve Kennewell Co-opted Conference 2001 University of Wales, Swansea 
Avril Loveless Chair University of Brighton 
Colette Murphy 1998 – 2001 Queen’s University, Belfast 
Mike Quickfall Co-opted University of Edinburgh 
Michelle Selinger Co-opted Retiring Chair University of Warwick 
Bob Southall Co-opted New memberships St Mary's College, Twickenham 
Neil Stanley  1999 – 2002 Newsletter Liverpool John Moores University  
Peter Twining 1999 - 2002 The Open University 
Helen Walker Observer BECTa 

 

Web Wanderings 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool JMU 

This link points to an LEA set of celebratory case 
studies with some useful indicators as to why they 
may have been successful - primary and SEN 
schools only at the point of writing. 
http://success.redbridgeschools.org.uk/ 

If you need a map then try: 
http://uk2.multimap.com/  - I found it good for a 
trip I made to Peterborough – Real OS maps. 

The ALT list introduced me to 
http://www.warwick.ac.uk/ETS/interactions - a 
useful online journal 
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ITTE@BETT 2001  
International research conference on partnerships for technology in education 

Olympia Conference Centre, London 
Tuesday 9 January, 2000 

The UK Association for IT in Teacher Education (ITTE) and the British Educational Suppliers 
Association (BESA) are holding an international research conference the day before the annual 
BETT show in Olympia. Following on from the success of the inaugural conference in 2000 we are 
pleased to announce that this is now established as an annual event associated with the BETT show.  
This year the conference is sponsored by BT and ABK.  

This conference will add a research focus to BETT complementing the practitioner based seminars 
held during the show. It will feature international keynote speakers and a series of papers from 
across the world and will present a global perspective on the impact of the information age on 
education. 

The conference is set to be a great start to BETT 2001. Please email or send your booking form by 
December 15th. (Booking form in this newsletter or at: http://fcis1.wie.warwick.ac.uk/~itte_bett/ ) 

BETT Drives the Future 
Press Release from the Organisers 

BETT, the world’s largest educational technology Show has expanded into the National Hall. 
Taking place at Olympia’s Grand and National Halls between 10 – 13 January 2001 this new area 
will provide an added focus to Further & Higher Education, Distance Learning, Special Needs and 
the Skills Agenda and will house new features reflecting these important areas of education.  

Attracting over 400 exhibiting companies, and with a comprehensive programme of highly topical 
seminars, BETT 2001 will offer visitors from the Association for IT in Teacher Education (ITTE) 
the opportunity to plan their investment and future expenditure, and discuss important issues 
affecting the teaching profession. 

The comprehensive seminar programme running alongside the Show offers visitors an opportunity 
to hear the views of industry experts and to find out how ICT is enhancing and changing the way in 
which teachers teach and children learn. Combined, Avril Loveless and Tim Denning, will present 
‘ICT as a Catalyst for Supporting Styles for Teaching and Learning in 2001’ on behalf of ITTE. 

The ITTE seminar will take place on Wednesday 10th January 2001 at 11.00am in Theatre C. This 
session will present a view of teacher education in which ICT can act as a catalyst for supporting 
and developing styles of teaching and learning which build on the past and prepare for the future. 

New Features in the National Hall at BETT 2001 include Future Skills, Learning Futures and 
Policy in Practice. Pupils can take part in a national Design, Make and Race motor car competition 
that will be located in the heart of the Future Skills area. In partnership with Denford, the 
competition will see pupils racing their customised Grand Prix entries in the National Hall. 

The Policy in Practice feature is an important development that sees the co-location of national 
agencies and government departments into the National Hall. For the first time ever, the DfEE, 
BECTa, TTA and QCA will be exhibiting alongside each other, offering co-ordinated messages and 
services designed to assist and develop the understanding of ICT in the national agenda. 

The Special Needs Village at BETT, already established as the most comprehensive Special Needs 
ICT arena in the world, will be expanded to provide the physical link between the Grand Hall and 
the National Hall. This presents the perfect opportunity to extend the Special Needs Village and 
widen the aisles for wheelchair access. BETT’s expansion into the National Hall has the added 
benefits of a new entrance, more cloakrooms, catering facilities and seating areas.  
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For further information about BETT 2001, free tickets and information about subsidised travel 
offers contact the Ticket Hotline on 0870 7511458. For more information about the seminar 
programme dial the seminar fax line on 09003 423440 (calls will be charged at 60 pence per minute 
at all times). 

The best is now even

better
PRE-REGISTER FOR FREE ENTRY AND TO RECEIVE A PRE-SHOW PACK

Please pre-register me for FREE entry to BETT 2001 and send me a Show Information Pack
(PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

Mr/Mrs/Ms Initials Surname

Job title

Establishment

Address

Postcode

Telephone Fax

Email

Return to: BETT 2001, EMAP Education, Data House, Curriers Close, Tile Hill, Coventry CV4 8AW itt
e.

11

10-13 January 2001
Olympia, London
The Show has grown enormously over the last 17 years and so it
really is advisable to pre-book. Call the ticket hotline, register online
or complete the coupon below.

At BETT 2001 you can discover
even more about teaching and
learning with ICT.
The Show is your single point of access to see, test
and evaluate the range of software, hardware,
peripherals and solutions offered in the educational
market from over 400 leading educational suppliers.

Policy in Practice providing a unified information
service from the DfEE, BECTa, TTA and QCA

Expanded Special Needs Village and dedicated
areas for Publishing, Software and Training

Learning Futures area devoted to high-end
technologies

Future Skills arena with an emphasis 
on vocational qualifications

All curriculum areas covered

Forum for new product launches

Over 60 seminar sessions with daily 
Keynote speakers

TICKET HOTLINE
0870 7511 458
SEMINAR FAXLINE
09003 423440*
*Calls will be charged at 60p per minute at all times

BETT ON THE NET
www.bettshow.com

 



 

 

ITTE @BETT  

Olympia Conference Centre, Kensington, London W14 8UX  

Tuesday 9 January 2001 

Please complete the booking form below and return to: 
Amanda Stokoe, BESA, 20 Beaufort Court, Admirals Way London E14 9XL UK, 
 fax: +44 (0)20 7537 4846, e-mail: amanda@besanet.org.uk  
Please complete one form per delegate. On receipt of payment you will be sent a full conference programme, 
a post-conference publication will be made available after the conference. 

Any queries on the content of the conference please contact itte_bett@fcis1.wie.warwick.ac.uk or 
tel: +44 (0) 20 7537 4997, 

Booking Details :  

First name:.................................... Mr/Mrs/Ms/Dr/Prof Surname: .................................................  

Job title: ...............................................................................................................................................  

Organisation: .......................................................................................................................................  

Department:..........................................................................................................................................  

Address: ...............................................................................................................................................  

................................................................................................................................................................  

Country ......................................... Postcode: ......................................................................................  

Tel:............................................  Fax: ......................................... Email: ...........................................  

Any special dietary, access or other requirements  

Conference fees: (Please tick the appropriate box):  

 Conference & Dinner for Education sector delegates @ £120.00 per delegate - includes 
conference fee, lunch, refreshments & drinks reception & dinner at Copthorne Tara Hotel  

 Conference & Dinner for Corporate delegates @ £150.00 per delegate - includes conference 
fee, lunch, refreshments & drinks reception & dinner at Copthorne Tara Hotel  

 Conference only for Education sector delegates only @ £95.00 per delegate - includes 
conference fee, lunch, refreshments  

 Wine reception and gourmet dinner only @ £45 

Method of Payment: 

 cheque enclosed  please invoice  BACS payment 

(Please make cheques payable to: ITTE Conference Account 
 Please make BACS payments to: 
 ITTE Conference Account, Account number: 30963860 Barclays Bank, Sort Code: 20-65-18) 

Accommodation:  
A limited number of rooms are available at a special conference price. These will be booked on a first come 
first served basis and must be booked and paid for by 15 November 2000. Please contact Sebastian Rees at 
Travel Services, tel: 0800 581 599 e-mail: Seb@travelservices.com and marked ITTE@BETT  
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Endpiece 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool JMU 
We are sorry to have lost another of the stalwarts 
of educational computing. Many of you will have 
been influenced by Tim Reeve over the years, and 
most won't have realised it. As the Chairman of 
the British Computer Society Schools Committee 
Working Group that produced the BCS Glossary 
of Computing Terms he will have left a 
permanent memorial in that publication. 

I did have some time to read over the summer and 
I can recommend What we did on our holiday by 
John Harding (Corgi 0552998478), a black 
comedy that you can easily envisage as a film or 

on TV. Also one of the few books you can lend 
your mother! 

The Bolton Education Conference at the Reebok 
Stadium (Thursday and Friday before October 
half-term) made a pleasant trip out for my 
students and myself. It has a small exhibition and 
3 or 4 concurrent talks but was poorly advertised 
and certainly not crowded on either day (Ted 
Wragg had an audience of about 30). Talks cost in 
advance but are free on the day. If Bolton is close, 
think about attending - it's now a fixture for my IT 
students. 

 


